The Justice Gap

Low-income families face an average of two to three legal issues each year, but many go unidentified and legal aid is scarce. Left unaddressed, these challenges—things like tickets, evictions, or damaged credit—can become barriers to moving out
of poverty. We speak with Sacha Steinberger, Founding Attorney and Director of Project Legal Link, about potential solutions.

Read the full story here

IN CASE YOU MISSED IT...

What Tech Can Do About Homelessness
Daniel sat down with Kara Swisher on her Recode: Decode podcast to chat about inequality in the Bay Area and what role each of us has to play in fighting poverty.

A New Rubicon
Rubicon Programs, one of Tipping Point's longest-standing grantees, has overhauled its plan to break the cycle of poverty for generations of low-income people in the East Bay.

Tipping Point Benefit
In three weeks, supporters from across the Bay Area will come together at our annual Tipping Point Benefit to create change. This year we ask: what is your XO Factor?

#SFGivesBack
Our coalition of Bay Area companies has kicked off its latest effort - a series of workforce development events aimed at diversifying and developing the talent pipeline in our region.